pop was abo a major influence on East Coast rappers). This is an important revelation since the musical sampling of LA rap is filled with the infinite permutations of electronic synthesizers duplicating galaxies of sound.
Cross' second major discovery is to identify and document the sources for the genre called "gangsta' rap." Though mere were other gangsta' rappers (Philadelphia's Scbooly D being the most prominent), it was in Los Angeles, particularly in the communities of south central Compta» and Long Beach, mat the genre reached maturity. Gangsta' rap is but one of the responses to the depfoletarianizatkm of much of Black and Chicano Los Angeles. One of its primary sources comes from the "ghetto literature" of Iceberg Slim. His works Pimp and The Naked Soul of Iceberg Slim established the player (mack or pimp) life-style as one to be imitated. Then there are the blaxploitation film characters, Dolemite and Blowfly, whose loquacious soliloquies on the life, done in classical ghetto narrative style, were major influences on LA rappers. Ice T, borrowing his name to define his own hip-bop personality, pays homage to Iceberg Slim on his first album, Rhyme Pays, where die player's life is celebrated.
Another source of die gangsta' style was die emergence of southern California youdi gangs, including die mega-gangs, die Bloods and die Crips. The flowering of gang life and culture has had a noticeable influence on LA and die "hip-hop'' scene. Here is bow Mike Davis summarizes die gang style:
The 'them' -what a local mayor caUs the Viet Cong abroad in our society -are the members of local Black gangs, segmented into several hundred fighting 'sets' while loosely aligned into two hostile super-gangs, the 'Crips' and the 'Bloods' -universally distinguished, as every view of Dennis Hopper's Colon now knows, by their color-coding of shoelaces, T-shirts and bandannas (red for Bloods, brae for Crips). In the official version which Hollywood is incessantly reheating and further sensationalizing, these gangs comprise veritable guerilla armies organized for the sale of crack and outgunning die police with huge arsenals of IM and Mac-20 automatics. 1 Gangsta' rappers have borrowed heavily from dus gang form, lyrically advocating extreme violence, misogyny, die street life, die chronic (marijuana) and crack, as well as all of die negative behaviours associated with gang culture. The adoption of die gangsta' style mimics society. OG's (original gangstas') are implored to turn rappers into SG's (studio gangsta's), and it is dus critical distinction that is often ignored in die portrayal of gangsta' rap by die press and visual media. As Ezy-E proclaims, " ... its not about black or white, but green," and therein lies die foundation of die gangsta' rap style. Ice T calls die rap game a hustle, and a " .. I don't consider us a concept group, 'cause everything is from the heart We always knew that we wanted to be proud of who we are. The whole way we wanted to go was not to be imitating but create something' new and let the influences we grew up with affect that...
Other groups like House of Pain or Cypress Hill, groups that are ethnically aware, they' re not imitating another culture. They're respecting it and they're being influenced by it And that's how I think we are, we're takin' an African American art form and letting it influence us with the love we have for it and I think you can't front on shit like that ( One of die valuable aspects of die book is die large number of photographs that accompany die text and interviews. The photo-documentary record should make all fans and scholars purchase die book, since much of this history is best recovered and explored through die photographic medium.
There are some noticeable errors that could have been corrected by a more thorough editing job. One frightful example, at die risk of sounding peculiarly American, is Cross' statement diat, "Most black Angelinos have some family connection to die soudiera states of Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Kansas." (6) Oklahoma is a southwestern state, and Kansas a western one. Or die bold statement concerning DJ Kool Here, "... a Jamaican who arrived in New York in 1972 and originated a style of speaking over records he spun." (IS) Actually, Dl Kook Here was merely bringing to New York the Jamaican dub style already a part of Jamaican culture, pioneered by deejays like Big Youth, who really originated die verbal art of rapping over pre-selected recordings. This style is the foundation of dancehall culture, where deejays took sound systems to the "yards" (any outdoor party facility in Kingston) to entertain in a truly revolutionary method of reclaiming public space.
These quibbles should not take away from the value of the book as the first documentary record of die West Coast hip-bop revolution. It compliments nicely die already exhaustive source material that has been done on hip-hop on the east coast
